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QUESTION 1

Yolanda is developing a rental car application using XPages. When she is testing the application, she gets an "Error
500: HTTP Web Server: Command Not Handled Exception" screen in the browser. Unfortunately, this error message
does not give any details of what has happened. What can she do, do get more detailed error messages? 

A. Turn on "Advanced Debug Information" in the properties of the XPage in question. 

B. Turn on "Display default error page" in the "Errors and Timeout Section" of the XPages Tab in the Application
Properties. 

C. Turn off "Display default error page" in the "Errors and Timeout Section" of the XPages Tab in the Application
Properties and select "Serverdefault" instead. 

D. There is no way to get more detailed information automatically. Hence Yolanda has to implement her own JavaScript
Error Code, which mayoutput debug data to the browser. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Tom added a button to an XPage and a Simple Action. Tom chose "Basic" as the category, so he can select "Execute
Script" to execute a script. What are the options that Tom will find under the "Language" section? 

A. JavaScript(server side), LotusScript 

B. JavaScript(server side), Expression Language(EL) 

C. JavaScript(server side), Expression Language(EL), Custom 

D. JavaScript(server side), Expression Language(EL), LotusScript 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Marsee is writing client-side JavaScript code to access a text box on her XPage. 

What function should she use to get the exact name of the text box after the server renders the component on the
browser? 

A. getElement 

B. getClientID 

C. getComponent 

D. getJSElementID 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Viktor has been asked to begin modifying the corporate Domino Web sites to adhere to XHTML standards. He has
enabled enhanced HTML generation in the application properties. When testing a couple of the page elements in the
Web browser and viewing the source, Viktor notices that tags like
 and 
 are still not correctly closed, that is,
. 

What could be the problem? 

A. This setting only applies to generated HTML, like passthrough HTML on a form. 

B. The Web closes tags that have content. Tags that do not have content are ignored. 

C. Each page element needs to be opened and saved to incorporate this new application property setting. 

D. The Web server generates valid XML, but there are exceptions. One of the exceptions ispassthrough HTML. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Olivia added the following JavaScript code to an onClick Event using the "Execute Script" functionality: var doc =
database.createDocument(); doc.appendItemValue("Subject", "my subject"); return doc.save() Where will the script be
executed? 

A. Server side 

B. Client side 

C. Server and Client side 

D. There is a specific option to flag in order to specify the side on which the user wishes the script to run 

Correct Answer: A 
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